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Abstract

We investigate the reorientation dynamics of water at 300 K in solutions of mag-

nesium sulfate and cesium chloride from classical atomistic molecular dynamics simu-

lations using the “simple water model with four sites and negative Drude polarizabil-

ity” (SWM4-NDP) and accompanying ion models; for SO
2−
4 , we derive SWM4-NDP-

compatible parameters. Results indicate that pairs of ions have a cooperative effect on

water rotation, but do not support the model based on experiment whereby ion coop-

erativity increases the number of very slow water molecules well beyond the ions’ first

hydration shell. Instead, we find that cooperative slowdown beyond the first hydration

shell is weak. Intense cooperative slowdown is limited to the first hydration shells, the

magnitude of the slowdown being stronger for the multivalent ions. Cooperative effects

for different salts differ in both the magnitude of rotational slowdown and the spatial

range of the affected water subpopulations.

Keywords: water rotation; Hofmeister; inorganic ions; cooperativity; ion hydration; ion-

specific effects; magnesium sulfate
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1. Introduction

Understanding the structure and dynamics of water in solutions containing small, inorganic

ions is essential to understand many different processes occurring in systems as diverse as

atmospheric aerosols, land water masses, or living organisms. It has been known for decades

that different salts have different relative ability to alter properties of aqueous salt solutions

or of ternary systems (water+salt+other solute), for example, to increase the surface tension

of solutions, to tune protein denaturation temperatures or to alter the stability of colloid

suspensions1. A series of anions or cations ranked by the magnitude of their effect on a

given property is termed a Hofmeister series. Because Hofmeister series obtained for widely

different properties are very similar, the interactions between ions and water are thought to

be, at least partially, at the origin of these series2–7.

Over the past decade, multiple experimental and simulation studies have investigated the

structure and picosecond dynamics of water in solutions of ions8–21. Most studies suggest

that the effect of anions and cations with low charge density on water structure and dynamics

is largely limited to their first hydration shell. The exception to this trend is found for ions

with large charge density such as Li+, SO2−
4 , or Mg2+, which appear to perturb the structure

and/or dynamics of a larger number of water molecules.

One still unresolved issue is the extent, to which the effect of one ion on the dynamics of

water depends on the counter-ion – i.e., the extent, to which the effect of anion and cation

on water dynamics are cooperative – and the related issues of (i) the spatial range and the

magnitude of the cooperative slowdown and (ii) the connection between cooperative effects

and the characteristic length scales of anion-cation interactions. Recent experiments that

addressed these issues have led to rather different conclusions. Some recent femtosecond

infrared spectroscopy (fs-IR) and dielectric relaxation (DR) studies indicate that densely

charged ions have strongly cooperative effects on the rotational dynamics of water and that

these effects extend much beyond the first hydration shell of the ions22,23. This conclusion

was drawn from a two-population model according to which water molecules in aqueous so-
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lutions of any inorganic salt have either bulk-like dynamics, with reorientation time 2.6 ps,

or slow dynamics, with reorientation time 10 ps. Differences in the measured reorientation

decay of various salt solutions then reflect the different number of water molecules slowed

down by each salt, not changes in the magnitude of that slowdown. Other studies using

similar techniques and systems do not support this picture20,24,25 and indicate that strong

cooperative slowdown occurs only in the first hydration layer of the ions20. This latter

scenario is supported by the only simulation study published to date that specifically in-

vestigated the rotational dynamics of different water subpopulations in aqueous solutions

of simple, inorganic ions26. This simulation study relied, however, on simplistic models for

solutions of 1:1 (the magnitude of the cation:anion charges) inorganic ions, for which cooper-

ative slowdown effects, if present, are expected to be weaker23,27. Resolving this controversy

is important to better understand the origin of Hofmeister series and also has significant

practical implications. For example, it would be interesting to investigate the form and ex-

tent to which cooperative effects on water dynamics connect with long-range ion-water and

ion-ion structural correlations. Long-range structural effects are negligible for monovalent

salts, and thus coarse-grained models of ions that do not account for ion-ion correlations can

still successfully explain specific-ion effects such as the variation of the critical coagulation

concentration of hydrophobic colloidal suspensions28 or the effects of ions on the surface

tension of aqueous solutions29 of monovalent salts. Similar models might be less successful

for salts of multivalent ions. Cooperative effects of ions on water dynamics would also im-

pact the development of less simplistic models based on the Generalized Langevin Equation

(GLE). This category of models is indispensable to investigate long timescale ion transport

processes that are currently not accessible to all-atom simulations30–32. Long-range cooper-

ative effects on water dynamics would imply that the ion-ion memory kernels necessary for

the GLE should depend on the interionic distance even for large interionic separations, if the

aim is to adequately describe system dynamics.

In this Letter, we address the controversy surrounding cooperative effects of ions on water
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reorientational dynamics by using molecular dynamics simulations and polarizable models

to investigate the rotational dynamics of water in aqueous solutions of magnesium sulfate

and cesium chloride. Magnesium sulfate induces the largest cooperative slowdown observed

in experiment, whereas for cesium chloride only weak effects have been found22,23. In what

follows, we examine how individual pairs of ions at different anion-cation separations affect

the reorientation of water OH groups and water dipoles, and assess the extent and magnitude

of cooperative slowdown in these systems by comparison with isolated ions. Cooperative

slowdown in systems with multiple nearby ion pairs, typical of concentrated solutions, is also

compared with that near individual ion pairs. The theoretical foundation for the approach

used in this study – simulations using polarizable models including a newly developed set of

parameters for SO2−
4 – are presented in the Methods section.

Methods

As mentioned above, our study uses molecular dynamics simulations and classical, polar-

izable, models to investigate cooperative effects of magnesium sulfate and cesium chloride

salts on the rotational dynamics of water molecules. Densely charged ions like Mg2+ or SO2−
4

strongly polarize water molecules in their first hydration shell33,34. Because this effect has

been shown to strongly affect the dynamics of these water molecules35, we opt for polarizable

models for this study. We use the “simple water model with four sites and negative Drude

polarizability” (SWM4-NDP) and associated models for Mg2+, Cl−and Cs+ 36,37. Polariza-

tion is explicitly included in these models through classical Drude oscillators. For SO2−
4 ,

we develop parameters fully compatible with the SWM4-NDP model. A complete descrip-

tion of the procedure used to parameterize SO2−
4 is given in the Supporting Information.

The water model reproduces, with a maximum error of 10%, the change in internal energy

upon liquefaction, molar volume, diffusion coefficient, relaxation time from nuclear magnetic

resonance measurements, dielectric constant, free energy of hydration and surface tension
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determined from experiment at 298 K.36 The polarizable models for ions used in this work

were optimized to reproduce properties that reflect water-ion interactions: the free ener-

gies of hydration38 of these ions and the minimum energy and ion–water oxygen distance of

monohydrate (1 water + 1 ion) systems39, while requiring that the total sulfate polarizabil-

ity remain within physically reasonable bounds40–42. The correction terms necessary when

calculating free energies in systems with periodic boundary conditions were used37,43–45. For

Mg2+, Cl−and Cs+, the model yields estimates of the position of the first and second maxima

of the ion-water oxygen radial distribution function, the number of waters in the first hy-

dration layer of these ions and the diffusion coefficients of salts consistent with experimental

and ab initio data37,46,47. The position of the first peak of the SO2−
4 -water oxygen radial

distribution function, the number of waters in the first hydration shell of the sulfate and the

spatial range of structurally perturbed water are within the range of reported values from

tracer diffusion measurements, X-ray, infrared photodissociation spectroscopy, ab initio or

molecular dynamics simulations18,39,40,48–51. The overall quality of the water and ion models

makes them a suitable choice for this study.

The simplest system where cooperative effects of ions on water rotation may arise is an

individual anion-cation pair. Because solutions of low to moderate (�1 M) concentrations

consist mainly of quasi-isolated ions and ion pairs52, experimental observations of coopera-

tivity at these concentrations have been interpreted as resulting from the effect of isolated

pairs of ions on water dynamics. We thus focus our attention on these systems. Cooperative

slowdown of water rotation in these systems is necessarily a function of the characteris-

tic configurations assumed by the ions: contact ion pairs (CIPs) if the two ions come in

direct contact, solvent-shared ion pairs (SIPs) if the ions share one water layer, and solvent-

separated ion pairs (2SIP) if they share two water layers52. Dielectric relaxation studies52

indicate that ion pair structures in aqueous solutions of magnesium sulfate are long-lived,

having lifetimes at least comparable to their rotational correlation time: τCIP ≈ 20 ps,

τSIP ≈ 115 ps and τ2SIP ≈ 300 ps. Because these timescales are typically much larger than
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those associated with the rotation of water hydroxyl groups or water dipoles (1-10 ps)22,

the ion configurations can be considered essentially fixed over the timescales of water reori-

entation. We take advantage of this separation of timescales and opt to perform molecular

dynamics simulations with ions at fixed anion-cation distances. This approach has the ad-

vantage of eliminating the largest source of uncertainty from our study: the model’s ability

to capture the correct anion-cation association behavior. Prior studies have shown that

ion models that, like the ones used here, are parameterized using water-ion properties, can

successfully be used to investigate other properties of water near ions, but often lead to an

unreliable description of anion-cation association35,53–57. To assess the effect of individual

pairs of ions on water dynamics, we carry out simulations of single pairs of ions in fixed con-

figurations, with anion-cation distances assuming the values D = 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 Å. A typical

initial configuration used for the simulations is shown in Figure 1(a). D = 5, 6 Å correspond

to solvent-shared and solvent-separated configurations52, respectively; D = 12 Å corresponds

to the average ion-ion distance for a 0.5 M solution. Distances below 5 Å, corresponding

to contact ion pair configurations, are not investigated because other simulation studies in-

dicate that CIP configurations have very limited effect on water dynamics26, and because

dielectric relaxation, Raman and heat of dilution studies indicate that CIPs should not be

the dominant species in magnesium sulfate solutions up to moderate concentrations52,58–61.

At concentrations much higher than 0.5 M, however, a non-negligible fraction of ion

pairs will be near other ion pairs. We gain insight into the effect of multi-ion configurations

on water dynamics by performing simulations where tens of fixed ions at different anion-

cation distances coexist in a simulation box. A representative configuration used for the

simulations is shown in Figure 1(b). Below we discuss how the fixed ion configuration used

in these simulations affects our interpretation of these results.

Evaluating the extent to which either individual pairs of ions or multi-ion systems cooper-

atively slow down water rotational dynamics requires that we compare the dynamics of water

in these systems against water dynamics in systems with isolated ions. The effect of isolated
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ions on water dynamics is obtained from simulations where four cations and four anions are

placed in fixed positions in the simulation box so that the minimum distance between any

two ions is D � 23 Å. This large separation ensures that the static and dynamic properties

of water near an ion are unaffected by the remaining ions. The initial configuration used for

the simulations with isolated ions is shown in Figure 1(c).

We perform all-atom molecular dynamics simulations using the molecular dynamics pack-

age NAMD62. The package VMD – Visual Molecular Dynamics – is used to visualize and

analyze trajectories63. Electrostatic interactions are calculated using the standard Coulomb

relation up to 12 Å and using the Particle Mesh Ewald method with 1 Å grid-spacing for

larger separation. Van der Waals (VdW) interactions are smoothly switched to zero be-

tween 10 and 12 Å, and long-range corrections for the energy and pressure are used. The

Brünger-Brooks-Karplus algorithm with multiple time stepping is used for integration, with

bonded and VdW forces calculated every 0.5 fs and electrostatic forces every 1 fs. Classical

dynamic trajectories near the self-consistent field limit are generated using extended La-

grangian dynamics with a dual-Langevin thermostat64. The SETTLE algorithm is used to

fix the geometry of the four non-Drude particles of the water molecule65. Periodic boundary

conditions are used. Simulations are equilibrated for 2 ns in the NPT ensemble. During

this stage, the constant pressure requirement is satisfied through a Langevin barostat with

a target pressure 1 atm, oscillation period 100 fs and damping timescale 50 fs. The target

temperature for the Drude thermostat is 1 K and for the remaining degrees of freedom it is

300 K. Both thermostats use a damping coefficient of 5 ps−1. Production runs are performed

in the canonical (NVT) ensemble using a damping coefficient of 0.1 ps−1 for the Drude pairs

and 0.05 ps−1 for the overall system. Previous studies indicate that these damping constants

lead to diffusive behavior indistinguishable from that obtained using simulations in the mi-

crocanonical ensemble. A single production run lasting 2.5 ns is carried out for the systems

with isolated ions. For the systems with single ion pairs, 20 production runs each 5 ns long

are performed for each anion-cation separation, totalling 100 ns for each anion-cation sepa-
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: Geometry of the simulated systems after equilibration, shown here for magnesium
sulfate. (a) Individual ion pairs: box dimensions are 29 × 29 × 36 Å3; the system consists
of 1040 water molecules and one ion pair; the anion-cation distance assumes the values 5,
6, 7, 8, 10 or 12 Å. (b) Multiple ion pairs: box dimensions are 33× 33× 33 Å3; the system
consists of 1126 water molecules and 72 pairs of ions; in the XY plane the Mg2+ and SO2−

4

ions are in alternated positions spaced by 5 Å. d = 3 and d = 5 Å designate the two
water subpopulations represented by the small red points for which the water dynamics is
characterized. Other water molecules in the system are not shown. (c) Isolated ions: box
dimensions are 47× 47× 47 Å3; the system consists of 3448 water molecules and four pairs
of ions; the minimum anion-cation distance is 23 Å.

ration. Such long simulation times are necessary to ensure that the reorientation dynamics

of small water subpopulations at different locations in the simulation box are adequately

sampled. For the multi-ion systems, five production runs each 5 ns long are performed,
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totalling 25 ns. The average temperature during the production runs is T = 300 ± 5 K.

Unless otherwise indicated, the statistical uncertainty of reported quantities is estimated by

calculating the standard deviation using block averages66,67.

3. Results and Discussion

We first investigate the reorientation of different subpopulations of water molecules in sys-

tems with a single pair of ions. The criteria used to select these subpopulations are illustrated

in Figure 2(a): at t = 0, water oxygens must both belong to a hollow sphere of radius d and

thickness 1 Å centered at one of the ions, and to a slab of thickness 0.5 Å perpendicular

to the cation-anion direction and at different positions along that direction. The position

of the slab is characterized by an angle θion, where the subscript indicates the ion at the

vertex of the angle as shown in Figure 2. Each water subpopulation is thus identified by

the triad (ion, d, θion). We note that the sulfate is tetrahedrally symmetric implying that

different water subpopulations centered on that ion should display heterogeneous structure

and dynamics around the anion-cation axis. Our definition of water subpopulations averages

over any such heterogeneity near sulfate so we can focus on differences in water reorienta-

tion arising from differences in the initial distance of water molecules to either ion. For

the cesium chloride system, water subpopulations will have structure and dynamics that are

radially symmetric around the anion-cation axis.

For each subpopulation, we characterize the rotational motion of OH groups and of the

water dipole using the second order rotational autocorrelation function

P2,x(t) = �1
2

�
3 cos2(�u0 · �ut)− 1

�
� (1)

In this function, �ut is the unit vector characterizing the orientation of a OH group or a water

dipole in the coordinate frame of the simulation box at time t; the average is over all time

origins and an ensemble of molecular groups indicated by x (x = OH or x = dip for hydroxyl
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groups or water dipoles, respectively). The function has a maximum with P2 = 1 indicating

perfect orientation correlation, and a minimum with P2 = −0.5 when all OH groups form

a 90◦ angle with their initial orientation; in the limit of full, isotropic, 3D decorrelation,

P2 = 0. We select this particular function because it approximates the rotational anisotropy

decay of OH groups measurable from pump-probe spectroscopy68. Because P2,OH(t) neglects

non-Condon effects, excited-state absorption and spectral diffusion, this function tends to

overestimate the loss of orientation correlation detected in experiment68. For this reason, we

make only qualitative comparisons between our results and experiment. We note that the

autocorrelation function is calculated for the water OH groups (P2,OH(t)) and for the water

dipole (P2,dip(t)) of those water molecules, irrespective of their position in the simulation

box at time t. Within the 20 ps time interval over which P2 is calculated, water molecules

initially in the first and second hydration layers of Mg2+ and in the first hydration layer

of SO2−
4 largely remain at those locations because they have residence times much larger

than or comparable to 20 ps (see Supporting Information). Water molecules initially in the

outer hydration layers of Mg2+ or SO2−
4 , or in any of the hydration layers of Cs+ or Cl−,

have residence times of order � 10 ps, indicating that over 20 ps they may diffuse to the

immediately adjacent hydration layers.

For each of the two ions, P2,OH(t) and P2,dip(t) are calculated for all possible combinations

of d =2, 3, · · ·, 12 Å and θ =0, 45, 60, 90, 180◦. The P2,OH(t) and P2,dip(t) curves, a few

of which are shown in Figure 3, display the expected26,68–71 fast, non-exponential decay

for t < 200 fs, followed by bi-exponential decay at picosecond timescales. The initial fast

loss of orientation correlation is due to librational motion whereas the later decay reflects

structural change68,69,71,72. Studies of water in the bulk, in solutions and at a variety of

interfaces by Laage, Hynes and co-workers69,73–79 and others70,71 indicate that, for P2,OH(t)

curves, the later decay results from at least two processes: hydrogen bond breaking and

reformation (also termed hydrogen bond exchange) and slow reorientation of the O–H· · ·

O atom triad without hydrogen bond exchange. Because it is reasonable to expect that
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Water subpopulations (small red dots) near a pair of ions and for which the
reorientation dynamics is characterized. For clarity, only water subpopulations centered on
magnesium are shown but analogous subpopulations centered on sulfate are also investigated.
(b) The different water subpopulations near a pair of ions separated by distance D are
schematically represented by the gray spheres, and identified in the text by the reference
ion, distance d and angle θ that characterize them, as illustrated for point P (green).
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Figure 3: Reorientation decay of OH groups in water subpopulations (Mg2+, 2 − 6Å, 0◦) in
the system with Mg2+-SO2−

4 separation D = 12 Å. The points are from the simulations, the
lines are fits of a sum of three exponentials as described in the text.

the same three processes occur for water near ions, we fit a sum of three exponentials

a exp(−t/τ1) + b exp(−t/τ2) + c exp(−t/τ3) to each P2,OH(t) and P2,dip(t) curve. We note,

however, that we make no attempt to explicitly connect each of the three time constants

extracted from the fit to a particular physical process. A sum of three exponentials is simply

a convenient functional form that adequately fits the calculated autocorrelation functions, as

illustrated in Figure 3. To facilitate comparisons of the reorientational decay across multiple
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water subpopulations, we then calculate the average reorientation decay time,τx, for each

ensemble of molecular groups x, as the weighted sum of the six fitting parameters τ1, τ2

and τ3 and a, b, c, via τx ≡ (aτ1 + bτ2 + cτ3)/(a + b + c). The resulting time constant can

be interpreted as that associated with a single exponential function with the same value at

t = 0 and with the same area under the curve as the fitted function.

Following this procedure, we obtain the average time constants characterizing reorien-

tation of different water subpopulations near individual cation-anion pairs. In Figure 4(a)

we graphically represent the results of this calculation for the case of reorientation of OH

groups near a Mg2+-SO2−
4 pair separated by D = 12 Å. The time constants, τOH , are shown

as a function of the (ion, d, θion) triad that characterizes each water subpopulation; see Fig-

ures 2(a) and 2(b) for an explanation of the schematic representation. The time constants

shown in Figure 4(a) indicate that water rotation near ions slows down relative to the bulk,

in line with prior reports22,25–27,80,81. The water molecules showing the slowest reorientation

are those in the first hydration layer of Mg2+, followed by those in the first hydration layer

of SO2−
4 . More importantly, the time constants have a weak angular dependence, with wa-

ter subpopulations between the ions (θ < 90◦) showing slightly larger reorientation times

than water subpopulations at the same distance from the ion but with θ > 90◦. This angular

dependence suggests that magnesium sulfate cooperatively slows down water rotation. Com-

parison of the time constants of the (Mg2+,6Å,0◦) and the (Mg2+,6Å,90◦) subpopulations

(2.3 ps vs. 1.9 ps) indicates that this effect is weak, but long-range.

We determine the magnitude of cooperative slowdown by comparing the reorientational

decay of OH groups and water dipoles for each (ion, d, θion) water subpopulation in systems

with pairs of ions, with the reorientational decay for the corresponding water subpopulation

near the isolated cation or anion. Because the systems with isolated ions are radially sym-

metric, the corresponding subpopulation forms a hollow sphere with radius d and thickness

1 Å, centered on the same ion. Following a procedure entirely analogous to that described

above for simulations with pairs of ions, we obtain the average decay times, τisol,x, of the
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(a) τOH (ps).

(b) Cooperative slowdown factors (fc,OH) for OH rotation.

(c) Cooperative slowdown factors (fc,dip) for dipole rotation.

Figure 4: Reorientation dynamics of different water subpopulations near a single Mg2+-SO2−
4

pair at D = 12 Å separation. The numbers next to the small spheres represent the average
reorientation times, τOH , in (a), and the cooperative slowdown factors, fc,x, calculated using
Equation 2, in (b),(c). The color of the small spheres in each panel encodes the magnitude
of the reorientation time or the cooperative slowdown factor shown next to each sphere.
Consecutive water subpopulations along the dotted lines are 1 or 2 Å apart.

ensemble of molecular groups x of each water subpopulation near an isolated ion; all τisol,x

are given in the Supporting Information. The magnitude of cooperative slowdown is then

quantified by the cooperative slowdown factor, fc,x, defined as the ratio

fc,x =
τx

τisol,x
(2)

between the average reorientation decay time (τx) for water OH groups or water dipoles

of water subpopulations in a system with pairs of ions, and the decay time (τisol,x) of the
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corresponding subpopulation for the system with an isolated ion. A cooperative slowdown

factor fc,x = 1 indicates absence of any cooperative effects of the anion and cation on water

dynamics; fc,x > 1 indicates cooperative slowdown of water rotation, whereas fc,x < 1

indicates cooperative speedup.

The cooperative slowdown factor, fc,x, associated with the reorientation of water OH

groups or water dipoles is shown for the system with Mg2+ and SO2−
4 separated by 12 Å in

Figures 4(b) and 4(c). The cooperative slowdown factors for water subpopulations equidis-

tant from either ion are calculated twice, using τisol,x for both ions. In most equidistant

configurations, the same cooperative slowdown factor is obtained and so only one value is

shown. For a 12 Å anion-cation separation, the reorientation dynamics of water in the first

hydration layer of the ions (d = 2 Å for Mg2+, d = 4 Å for SO2−
4 ) is identical within statis-

tical uncertainty to that near the isolated ions, as indicated by fc = 1 ± 0.1. In contrast,

long-range cooperative slowdown is seen for water subpopulations further from either ion

but directly between them, at θ = 0◦ and d = 6 Å. The presence of weak but long-range

cooperative slowdown for Mg2+-SO2−
4 at large separations is qualitatively in line with recent

simulation studies that indicate that highly charged ions can induce weak but long-range

changes in the average number of hydrogen bonds accepted or donated by water molecules21,

a factor that directly influences rotation of water molecules74. For the small water subpop-

ulation half way between Mg2+ and SO2−
4 , the cooperative slowdown factors are fc,OH = 1.2

and fc,dip = 1.4. Qualitatively similar results are obtained for the magnesium sulfate system

with 10 Å separation between anion and cation, as shown in the Supporting Information.

At the same anion-cation separations, cooperative slowdown effects are not observed for the

cesium chloride system as shown in Figure 5 for D = 12 Å and in the Supporting Information

for D = 10 Å.

We now examine the cooperative slowdown factors for OH and dipole reorientation, for

the systems with anion-cation separation below 10 Å. We first consider the shortest Mg2+-

SO2−
4 separation, 5 Å, corresponding to a solvent-shared ion pair. As shown in Figure 6,
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(a) Cooperative slowdown factors for OH rotation, fc,OH .

(b) Cooperative slowdown factors for dipole rotation, fc,dip.

Figure 5: Reorientation dynamics of different water subpopulations near a single Cs+-Cl−

pair at D = 12 Å separation. The numbers next to the small spheres represent the cooper-
ative slowdown factors, fc,x, calculated using Equation 2. The color of the small spheres in
each panel encodes the magnitude of the cooperative slowdown factor. Consecutive water
subpopulations along the dotted lines are 1 or 2 Å apart.

this small anion-cation separation induces markedly different effects from those described

above. This configuration induces intense cooperative slowdown of rotation of OH groups

(Figure 6(a)) and of water dipoles (Figure 6(b)), with maximum cooperative slowdown fac-

tors of fc,OH = 6.2 and fc,dip = 3.1. At this anion-cation separation, maximum cooperative

slowdown is observed for water in the first hydration layer of Mg2+ (d = 2 Å) and for the

water subpopulations located at θ = 45◦. In addition, a 5 Å anion-cation separation in-

duces significant differences in the cooperative slowdown effect between the anion and the

cation that are not present for larger anion-cation separations. First, much larger coopera-

tive slowdown is seen for water in the first hydration layer of Mg2+ (e.g. for (Mg2+,2Å,60◦),

fc,OH = 3.2) than of SO2−
4 (e.g. for (SO2−

4 ,4Å 60◦), fc,OH = 1.5). Second, significant dif-

ferences are also observed between the two measures of rotation considered here: rotation

of water dipoles vs. rotation of OH groups. Whereas cooperative rotational slowdown of

water dipoles near SO2−
4 only occurs for those water subpopulations between the two ions

(θSO2−
4

< 90◦), for Mg2+ intense cooperative slowdown of dipole rotation occurs in the entire
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(a) Cooperative slowdown factors for OH rotation, fc,OH .

(b) Cooperative slowdown factors for dipole rotation, fc,dip.

Figure 6: Reorientation dynamics of different water subpopulations near a single Mg2+-
SO2−

4 pair at D = 5 Å separation. The numbers next to the small spheres represent the
cooperative slowdown factors, fc,x, calculated using Equation 2. The color of the small
spheres in each panel encodes the magnitude of the cooperative slowdown factor. Consecutive
water subpopulations along the dotted lines are 1 or 2 Å apart.

first hydration layer. Third, for a 5 Å Mg2+-SO2−
4 separation, our results indicate that in-

tense cooperative slowdown of water rotation is largely limited to the first hydration layer of

Mg2+. Long-range cooperative slowdown is present up to d = 6 Å, corresponding to water

molecules in the second hydration layer of SO2−
4 and the third hydration layer of Mg2+,

but this effect is significantly weaker (fc = 1.2). At this short anion-cation separation, the

much less densely charged Cs+-Cl− ions also cooperatively slow down water rotation. Co-

operative slowdown in the Cs+-Cl− systems is, however, much weaker than that observed

for Mg2+-SO2−
4 in both magnitude of the cooperative slowdown and in the spatial range of

the affected water subpopulations. As shown in Figure 7, Cs+-Cl− pairs induce a maximum

cooperative slowdown factor fc,OH = 2.2 for OH rotation (Figure 7(a)) and fc,dip = 1.9 for
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(a) Cooperative slowdown factors for OH rotation, fc,OH .

(b) Cooperative slowdown factors for dipole rotation, fc,dip.

Figure 7: Reorientation dynamics of different water subpopulations near a single Cs+-Cl−

pair at D = 5 Å separation. The numbers next to the small spheres represent the cooper-
ative slowdown factors, fc,x, calculated using Equation 2. The color of the small spheres in
each panel encodes the magnitude of the cooperative slowdown factor. Consecutive water
subpopulations along the dotted lines are 1 or 2 Å apart.

dipole rotation (Figure 7(b)), and cooperatively slow down only those water subpopulations

between the ions (θ < 45◦) and belonging to the first hydration shell of either ion. The less

noticeable cooperative slowdown of water rotation observed for cesium chloride is consistent

with experiment20,23,27. Water reorientation behavior for systems with 6, 7, and 8 Å anion-

cation separations, shown in the Supporting Information, interpolates between the behavior

found for 12 and 5 Å as displayed in Figures 4 and 6 for magnesium sulfate, and Figures 5

and 7 for cesium chloride.

A possible origin for the cooperative slowdown of water rotation by pairs of ions is an

increase in the magnitude of the electric field in their vicinity, relative to the electric field

created by isolated ions. We investigate this possibility by looking for correlations between

the cooperative slowdown factors of water subpopulations near ion pairs, and the ratio of the
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electric field experienced by those subpopulations to that experienced by the corresponding

subpopulation near isolated ions, E/Eisol. Results, shown in the Supporting Information,

demonstrate that the weak cooperative slowdown induced by a single pair of ions that are

10 or 12 Å apart indeed correlates with changes in the ratio E/Eisol, suggesting it is caused

by a non-specific electric field effect. The marked cooperative slowdown effect observed in

systems with shorter anion-cation separations, however, shows no such correlation. A more

detailed study of the physical mechanisms leading to cooperative slowdown is in preparation.

The results described thus far shed light onto cooperative effects in solutions of low to

moderate concentration. At higher concentrations, however, pairs of ions are not isolated

but instead exist in the vicinity of other ions. To assess the differences in water dynamics

between systems with individual ion pairs and systems with multiple, nearby, pairs of ions,

we investigate the multi-ion system shown in Figure 1(b). This system has effective concen-

tration 3.6m but consists of multiple layers of ions at fixed positions. We emphasize that,

because the ions are fixed, the results should be interpreted qualitatively only, and direct

comparisons with experiment are not meaningful. Simulations with free ions could not be

performed because appropriate parameters for the interactions between Mg2+ and SO2−
4 are

not yet available.

We calculate P2,x(t) for the two water subpopulations shown in Figure 1(b): the ensemble

of water molecules that at t = 0 are at a minimum distance of d = 3± 0.5 or d = 5± 0.5 Å

from the ions. As for the other systems, we fit a sum of three exponentials to the resulting

curves and calculate the average decay times. The average decay times and corresponding

cooperative slowdown times for OH or dipole reorientation of these water subpopulations

are given in Table 1. The cooperative slowdown factors are calculated taking as reference

the decay times of the isolated SO2−
4 ion for d = 3 and d = 5 Å tabulated in the Supporting

Information. For comparison, in Table 1 we also show the cooperative slowdown factors

for the analogous subpopulations in systems with a single pair of ions: the (SO2−
4 ,3Å,0◦)

subpopulation in the system with Mg2+-SO2−
4 separation D = 6 Å, and the (SO2−

4 ,5Å,0◦)
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subpopulation in the system with D = 10 Å. These results show that cooperative slowdown

factors for the multi-ion system are two to seven times larger than in the system with single

ion pairs. This trend hints at the possibility that cooperative slowdown in concentrated

solutions is more than the sum of the cooperative slowdown induced by individual pairs

of ions, instead resulting from a collective effect of ions. Simulations with free ions, using

improved models that adequately reproduce ion-ion interactions, will be necessary to gain

further insight into water reorientation in concentrated ion solutions.

Table 1: Cooperative slowdown factors, fmi
c,x , for the reorientation of OH groups or

water dipoles, for water subpopulations that at t = 0 are at a minimum distance
d = 3± 0.5 or d = 5± 0.5 Å from the ions in a multi-ion (mi) Mg2+-SO2−

4 system,
as shown in Figure 1(b). For comparison, the cooperative slowdown factors for
analogous water subpopulations in systems with single ion pairs, fc,x, are also
shown. All cooperative slowdown factors are calculated taking as reference the
SO2−

4 ion.
Water subpopulation τmi

dip (ps) fmi
c,dip fc,dip τmi

OH (ps) fmi
c,OH fc,OH

d = 3 Å 49.8 17.9 2.6 38.4 11.4 2.9
d = 5 Å 4.5 2.3 1.2 5.2 2.6 1.1

4. Concluding Remarks

Our results are consistent with a scenario where individual pairs of anions and cations in

solution – abundant species at low to moderate salt concentrations – cooperatively slow

down water rotation. The identity of the cation and the anion affect both the spatial extent

over which water molecules are slowed down and the magnitude of the slowdown. Moderate

to strong cooperative slowdown is observed when cesium chloride and magnesium sulfate

are in solvent-shared or solvent-separated ion pair configurations, but is limited to the first

hydration shell of the ions. Long-range cooperative slowdown effects, extending as far as

6 Å from the ions, are observed for the densely charged magnesium sulfate ions but the

magnitude of the slowdown and the number of affected water molecules is small. These

results imply that the largest cooperative slowdown of water rotation should be observed
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for salts of densely charged anions and cations with dissimilar sizes, because these salts

preferentially form solvent-shared and solvent-separated ion pairs at the expense of contact

ion pairs82,83, a connection that other authors have also hinted at from simulations with

artificial monovalent ion systems26.

As mentioned above, different experiments disagree on the spatial range of the cooperative

effect, with some suggesting that it is long-range whereas others that it is limited to the first

hydration layer of the ions. For solutions of moderate concentration, our results support the

latter view, and suggest a possible way to reconcile the two sets of experiments. As described

above, a long-range cooperative effect was suggested from fs-IR experiments analyzed using

a two-population model which considers two populations of water molecules with bulk-like

or slow dynamics, with reorientation times 2.6 ps and 10 ps, respectively. These times are

taken to be the same for all salt solutions irrespective of composition or concentration. In

contrast, our results show that these reorientation times are strongly salt-dependent and,

in addition, vary significantly with the ion-ion separation. Better estimates for the spatial

range of cooperative slowdown may be obtained from experiments by using models that

reflect our findings.

More generally, our results do not support the notion that the Hofmeister series is primar-

ily due to long-range effects of ions on water properties. Instead, they point to the possibility

that models of ion solvation may focus primarily on the first hydration layer without excessive

loss of accuracy. Prior work on coarse-grained models of solvent-free ionic solutions, based

on the Generalized Langevin Equation, suggest this expectation is warranted for the case

of monovalent salts like NaCl: the ion-ion memory kernels for the GLE have been shown

to differ between contact, solvent-shared and solvent-separated ion pair configurations84,

but should not vary strongly for larger interionic separations, as suggested by the fact that

good agreement between GLE and all-atom simulations can be obtained for low to moderate

ionic concentrations using neither distance-dependent nor concentration-dependent memory

kernels85. Our results on magnesium sulfate point to the possibility that an adequate de-
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scription of ion dynamics in systems with multivalent ions might require distance-dependent

memory kernels even at relatively low concentrations, because of the larger effect of these

ions on water dynamics relatively to monovalent ones, but that this distance-dependence

need not extend beyond solvent-shared ion pair configurations.
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